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NAMs & SR 

• Webinars 
(spring/summer 2021)

• Informational sessions
NAM community 
teaches

SR community 
learns

NAM community 
learnsSR community 

teaches

Shared knowledge
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Systematic Review

A structured and documented process for transparent literature review

“… systematic review is a scientific 
investigation that focuses on a specific 
question and uses explicit, pre-specified 
scientific methods to identify, select, assess, 
and summarize the findings of similar but 
separate studies. The goal of systematic 
review methods is to ensure that the review 
is complete, unbiased, reproducible, and 
transparent.”

IOM (Institute of 
Medicine). 2011. 
Finding What Works in 
Health Care: Standards
for Systematic Reviews. 
Washington, DC: The 
National Academies
Press. 
https://www.nap.edu/c
atalog/13059/finding-
what-works-in-health-
care-standards-for-
systematic-reviews
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Why Systematic Review?

• Enhances transparency and minimizes bias
• Issues with narrative reviews:

• Unclear approach to choice of studies
• No consistent evaluation of study quality
• No clear framework for synthesizing and integrating evidence
• Difficult to reproduce

• State of the science: becoming difficult to publish narrative reviews
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http://www.environmentale
vidence.org/

Systematic Review Origins

• Initially developed for evidence-based medicine (clinical trials)

• Cochrane: a non-profit founded 1993 to conduct & share 
health intervention systematic reviews

• Growing importance in science and policy decisions in: 

• Public health

• Social interventions

• Economic evaluations

• Environmental science and toxicology

• Ecological impacts

• Human health hazards

• Exposure 

http://www.cochrane
library.com/

https://www.campbellcollab
oration.org/library.html
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Systematic Review (SR) at EPA

• EPA uses “Fit-for-Purpose” SRs: decision-making 
needs shape systematic review through scoping and 
problem formulation 

• Examples of SR applications:

1. Hazard/dose-response assessment 

2. Evidence mapping 

3. Identification of reference chemicals

4. Meta-Analysis

5. Ecological assessments    

2016 Chemical Law Updates the TSCA 6



SR 101 Webinar Agenda
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Topics for future conversations

•Evidence appraisal

•Evidence integration
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• Goals of SR and how they are applied to environmental 
health research. 

• Major steps of the systematic review process and role of 
NAMs

• Highlight advantages, potential challenges, and key 
concepts

Objectives of presentation



• IHAB (formally Office of Health Assessment and 
Translation – OHAT) serves as an environmental 
health resource for public and regulatory agencies

• Conduct literature-based evaluations 
to assess the evidence that environmental 
substances cause adverse health effects 
– Systematic review, evidence mapping 

• Promote systematic review methods uptake
in environmental health.
– Encourage harmonization, communication

Integrative Health Assessment Branch (IHAB)

NTP Monographs

Workshops 

NTP Reports



Evidence-based Approaches for Environmental Questions
Human Health Assessments and Environmental Health

ER Bioactivity Model Response

ER Bioactivity Model

• Challenges
– Needs to address the breadth of relevant data

– Includes approach to reach hazard identification 
conclusions

– Requires procedure to integrate evidence streams
• Including new approach methodologies 

– Maintain transparent, critical evaluation of evidence

– Find and translate “evidence” despite volume of research

http://valueaddedmeasureit.blogspot.com/2015/01/on-grading-huge-stack-of-papers.html


• Predefined, multistep process to identify, select, critically assess, and 
synthesize data from published studies to answer a specific question

• Explicit systematic methods

• Minimize Bias

• More reliable findings

• Transparency in reaching conclusion

• Inform decision-making

Systematic review has origins in clinical medicine and has been adapted 
for Environmental Health

Systematic Review
What is Systematic Review and Why Use It?



• Published SR Frameworks or Methods in Envir./Public Health … in last 5 years
– UCSF Navigation Guide

– US NTP (ORoC and OHAT)

– US EPA (IRIS Handbook)

Systematic Reviews in Environmental Health

Experimental Animal DataHuman Data Mechanistic Data

― Evidence Based Toxicology Collaboration

― European Food Safety Authority

― International Agency for Research on Cancer



• Problem Formulation and Protocol Development
– Refine research question and develop systematic review protocol
– Peer review and posting revised protocol

• Identifying Evidence
– Perform comprehensive literature search
– Select relevant studies
– Extract data 

• Evaluating Evidence
– Assess individual study quality/risk of bias 

• Integrating Evidence
– Identify bodies of evidence  
– Develop confidence ratings for bodies of evidence 
– Translate confidence rating into levels of evidence
– Develop hazard identification conclusion 

Stepwise Methods
Systematic Review and Evidence Integration Process
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Considers:

– Purpose

– Scope 

– Depth of analysis 

– Approach

– Available resources

– Feasibility

• Scoping

– Define problem, rationale, 
objective(s)

– Understand the literature

– Analyses

– Context

• Framing

– Define research question(s)

– Define literature search strategy 

Identifies all factors critical to a conducting a review to address a specific research 
question

Planning: Problem Formulation
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Using Data from New Approach Methodologies
Planning: Considering Mechanistic Data
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• Problem Formulation
– Outline proposed use of mechanistic/NAMs data
– NAMs inform PECO and review question

• Population
• Exposure
• Comparator
• Outcome



• Problem Formulation and Protocol Development
– Refine research question and develop systematic review protocol
– Peer review and posting revised protocol

• Identifying Evidence
– Perform comprehensive literature search
– Select relevant studies
– Extract data 

• Evaluating Evidence
– Assess individual study quality/risk of bias 

• Integrating Evidence
– Identify bodies of evidence  
– Develop confidence ratings for bodies of evidence 
– Translate confidence rating into levels of evidence
– Develop hazard identification conclusion 

Stepwise Methods
Evidence Identification: SR and Evidence Integration
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Using data from NAMs and in vitro studies
Evidence Identification: Considering Mechanistic Data
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Evaluate Evidence

• Problem Formulation
– Outline proposed use of mechanistic/NAMs data
– NAMs inform PECO and review question

• Identify
– 1st focus on human and animal health effects data
– 2nd mechanistic data relevant to human/animal health effects

• Evidence-based decisions to dig deeper on cells, mechanisms, pathways
• Planned, stepwise, targeted searches
• Update protocol and planned approach at appropriate time



• Problem Formulation and Protocol Development
– Refine research question and develop systematic review protocol
– Peer review and posting revised protocol

• Identifying Evidence
– Perform comprehensive literature search
– Select relevant studies
– Extract data 

• Evaluating Evidence
– Assess individual study quality/risk of bias 

• Integrating Evidence
– Identify bodies of evidence  
– Develop confidence ratings for bodies of evidence 
– Translate confidence rating into levels of evidence
– Develop hazard identification conclusion 

Stepwise Methods
Evidence Evaluation: SR and Evidence Integration
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• Predefined set of questions address
– Human studies
– Animal toxicology studies

• Features of OHAT risk-of-bias tool
– Study design determines which questions are applicable
– Evaluation is endpoint specific

A “parallel” approach across evidence streams
OHAT “Use-case” in PFOA Evaluation

Experimental Animal DataHuman Data In Vitro Exposure Studies

Use-case explored 
extending the risk 
of bias approach 
from experimental 
animal studies to 
studies with an in 
vitro exposure 
regime

https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/749926
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Risk-of-Bias Questions
1. Was administered dose or exposure level adequately randomized? X X
2. Was allocation to study groups adequately concealed? X X
3. Did selection of study participants result in the appropriate comparison groups? X X X
4. Did study design or analysis account for important confounding and modifying variables? X X X X
5. Were experimental conditions identical across study groups? X
6. Were research personnel blinded to the study group during the study? X X
7. Were outcome data complete without attrition or exclusion from analysis? X X X X X
8. Can we be confident in the exposure characterization? X X X X X X
9. Can we be confident in the outcome assessment (including blinding of assessors)? X X X X X X
10. Were all measured outcomes reported? X X X X X X
11. Were there no other potential threats to internal validity X X X X X X

Study design 
determines which 
questions apply

1.Randomization of exposure
(experimental animal studies)

4. Confounding
(observational studies)



Using Data from New Approach Methodologies
Evidence Evaluation: Considering Mechanistic Data
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Identify Evidence

Evaluate Evidence

• Problem Formulation
– Outline proposed use of mechanistic data

• Identify
– Focused on endpoints with relevance to human and animal data

• Stepwise, Evidence-based decisions based on human/animal

• Evaluate
– Critical Assessment (Quality and Applicability)

• NTP use-case: risk of bias method extended from animal approach
• Ongoing research and discussion of current and best practices



1) Was administered dose or exposure level adequately randomized?
– Assures that treatment is not given selectively based on potential differences 

in human subjects, animals, cells, or  tissues 
– Requires each human subject, animal, or cell had an equal chance of being 

assigned to any study group including controls

– In vitro study considerations
• Potential difference between cells across groups

• Dependence on study design

• Example: homogeneous cell suspensions

Use-Case Adaptation Example

NTP Monograph on Immunotoxicity Associated with Exposure to PFOA/PFOS https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/749926



• Problem Formulation and Protocol Development
– Refine research question and develop systematic review protocol
– Peer review and posting revised protocol

• Identifying Evidence
– Perform comprehensive literature search
– Select relevant studies
– Extract data 

• Evaluating Evidence
– Assess individual study quality/risk of bias 

• Integrating Evidence
– Identify bodies of evidence  
– Develop confidence ratings for bodies of evidence 
– Translate confidence rating into levels of evidence
– Develop hazard identification conclusion 

Stepwise Methods
Evidence Integration
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Using Data from New Approach Methodologies
Evidence Integration: Considering Mechanistic Data
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• Problem Formulation
– Outline proposed use of mechanistic data

• Identify
– Focused on endpoints with relevance to human and animal data

• Stepwise, Evidence-based decisions based on human/animal

• Evaluate
– Critical Assessment (Quality and Applicability)

• NTP use-case: risk of bias method extended from animal approach
• Ongoing research and discussion of current and best practices

• Evidence Integration
– Biological plausibility



Integrating the Evidence
Integrate Evidence to Develop Hazard Conclusions

Initial Hazard Conclusion
Consider human and animal 
evidence together

– Known
– Presumed
– Suspected
– Not Classifiable

Final Hazard Conclusion
Consider impact of any relevant mechanistic 
data and biological plausibility of effect



Considerations at multiple steps of the evaluation
Integration of Mechanistic Data 

• Problem formulation
– Outline planned approach to mechanistic data
– Inform and informed by human/animal evidence (stepwise)

• Internal validity
– Assess with risk of bias method extended from animal approach
– Only assess data directly relevant to human and animal health effects

• External validity
– Critical to have plan for evaluating key mechanistic data
– Dose and applicability were drivers in use of mechanistic data 

• Use-case represents an approach
– Emphasis on consistency within an evaluation
– Flexibility across projects, active area of research, development, and discussion



Thank you
Questions?



Rapid and Fit for Purpose Applications of 
Systematic Review Methods to Identify and 

Evaluate NAM Evidence 

Computational Toxicology and Exposure Communities of Practice: Introduction to 
Systematic Review

Virtual Meeting (May 27, 2021)

Kristina Thayer (thayer.kris@epa.gov)
Director, Chemical Pollutant Assessment Division (CPAD)

Office of Research and Development
Center for Public Health and Environmental Assessment
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Methods

• Presented methods based on systematic evidence map (SEM) approaches used 
for problem formulation for IRIS and PPRTV toxicity value assessments. Methods 
also described in the IRIS Handbook which describes full assessment process.*
–Focus today is on searching, screening, displaying search results

• SEMs are pre-decisional analysis that use systematic review methods to identify 
and summarize evidence but do NOT reach assessment hazard or toxicity value 
conclusions
–Generally quick to prepare (days to weeks unless evidence base is large)
–Publishable in journals

• Used for:
−Problem formulation (e.g., data poor or data rich evidence base?)
−Need for assessment update?
−Identify data gaps and prioritizing research needs

*IRIS = EPA Integrated Risk Information System (https://www.epa.gov/iris); PPRTV = EPA Provisional Peer-Reviewed Toxicity Value (https://www.epa.gov/pprtv) 
IRIS Handbook: https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/iris_drafts/recordisplay.cfm?deid=350086

https://www.epa.gov/iris
https://www.epa.gov/pprtv
https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/iris_drafts/recordisplay.cfm?deid=350086
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Systematic Evidence Map

• Tailored to meet decision making needs 

−Include summarization of study designs, can also include study results and study 
evaluation

• Structured workflows

−Facilitates rapid production and collaboration, enhances transparency and re-use 
of data

−Availability of template reports reduce time to prepare and review (templates 
available upon request)

−Reports are highly visual and graphics interactive
−Workflows being designed to integrate with EPA CompTox Chemicals Dashboard 

• Rapid production is facilitated by specialized software tools and use of artificial 
intelligence

–Presented software tools are illustrative
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Screening Criteria to Identify Key 
Evidence (PECO Criteria)

• Presented screening criteria are illustrative based on IRIS/PPRTV assessments and 
should be customized to project

• Goal is to provide reproducible instructions on determining which studies are 
included, excluded, or considered supplemental
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Screening Criteria: Supplemental 
Material

• Supplemental material falls outside of PECO but is not excluded
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Literature Searching: Chemical Focused

• Chemical name (and 
CASRN, synonyms, trade 
names, and 
metabolites/degradants of 
interest)

• Resources

–Chemicals Dashboard 
(consider limiting 
synonyms to those 
marked as “valid” or 
“good”)
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Literature Searching: Chemical Focused

• Resources

–SWIFT Review* “Find Chemical 
Synonyms” feature

–Creates PubMed-formatted 
chemical search using (1) the 
common name as presented in 
the Tox21 chemical inventory list, 
(2) CASRN), (3) synonyms from 
the ChemIDPlus database, and 
(4) removal of ambiguous or 
short alphanumeric terms

*SWIFT Review is a free software application used to assist problem formulation. includes text mining and machine learning methods that allow users to 
uncover over-represented topics within the literature corpus and to rank order documents for manual screening. https://www.sciome.com/swift-review/

https://www.sciome.com/swift-review/
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Literature Searching: Sources

• Should include multiple databases of published studies

– e.g., PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus, ProQuest
• Should include “grey” literature

– e.g., European Chemicals Agency (ECHA), EPA ChemView database
• Some sources may be especially important for data poor chemicals

–ToxCast or Tox21 high throughput screening information
–Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) 
–Gene expression studies (Gene Expression Omnibus 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ and ArrayExpress 
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/)

https://chemview.epa.gov/chemview
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/
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Literature Searching: Narrowing 
Search Results

• Literature search filters deployed in SWIFT Review

–Developed and refined by people (information scientists, bioinformaticians) 
• Allows for rapid filtering of studies from a broad literature search
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Literature Searching: Narrowing 
Search Results
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SWIFT Review – Behind the Tags

Based on searches used for EPA’s ECOTOXDB. Full 
search strategy is ~130 pages long
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Screening Studies: Best Practices

• Two independent reviewers per record (at title/abstract and full-text levels) 
and a process to resolve conflicts

• Requirement for public availability depends on decision-making context

• Document reason for exclusion (at least at full-text level)

• Best practices is NOT to apply language restrictions

• Most studies identified from search get excluded at the title and abstract level

• Many screening tools available (both manual and machine-learning based)

–A focus in the field is to make tools interoperable
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Screening Studies: Example Form

• 5-10 seconds per study 
at title/abstract level

• 30 seconds to 1-2  
minutes at full-text level

• For most projects the 
majority of studies are 
excluded at title and 
abstract level
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SWIFT Review + SWIFT Active Workflow

SWIFT Review to identify hazard records

“Right click” to move to SWIFT 
Active

Machine-learning based screening

• Only 45% of studies needed to screened (40-60% reduction typical)
• Software tells screeners when they can stop
• Review of grey literature resources, reference list of included 

studies, references cited in other assessments, and public 
comment mitigate concern for missing “key” studies
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Displaying Search and 
Screening History: 
Study Flow Diagram
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HAWC Literature Trees

“Control + click” to see 
underlying references

EPA and EPA contractors: https://hawcprd.epa.gov
Non-EPA: https://hawcproject.org/ (free and open 
source)
*Deployments share same source code

https://hawcprd.epa.gov/
https://hawcproject.org/


Literature Inventories to Show Extent and Nature 
of the Evidence

47



Study Evaluation & Evidence Analysis
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• Study evaluation tools available for epidemiology, animal toxicology, and in 
vitro studies, but pragmatic approaches need to considered for NAM

− Study evaluation is a high level of effort

− Fewer tools for in silico evidence

• Structured frameworks for evidence synthesis and integration recommended 
in systematic review to reach weight of evidence conclusions

–Existing frameworks underdeveloped for application to mechanistic/NAM 
evidence 

–Active area of discussion and interest
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Take Home Message

• Any literature-based analysis requires searching for existing evidence

• Use of systematic review methods to identify evidence brings transparency 
and rigor to the process

• Use of defined workflows and specialized software to identify literature makes 
the process efficient, i.e., unclear if process takes longer than non-systematic 
methods (may be faster)

• More discussion and method development warranted for study evaluation and 
evidence synthesis/integration for NAM-based analyses
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Questions?



Michele M. Taylor
Chemical Pollutant Assessment Division

Computational Toxicology and Exposure Community of Practice:
Introduction to Systematic Review

May 27, 2021

The views and opinions expressed here do not reflect official US Environmental Protection Agency policy.

Suite of Systematic Review Software Tools
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Overview of the SR Workflow

Scoping

Problem 
Formulation

Literature 
Search

Literature 
Screening
/Inventory

Analysis 
Plan

Study 
Evaluation

Organize 
Review

Data 
Extraction

Synthesis (mech., 
human, animal)

Within-
stream 

Conclusions

Evidence 
Integration

Select & Model 
Studies

Derive 
Quantitative 

Values
Systematic 

Review 
Protocol

Chemical 
Assessment 

Initiated

Draft 
Assessment 
Developed

• Develop problem formulation and scope of the systematic review
• Search journal databases (PubMed, WoS, Toxline, etc.) and grey literature 

using database specific search strings
• Use specialized SR software to:

• focus on topics of interest
• leverage machine-learning to rapidly screen
• document reviewer decisions
• store extracted data
• compile/summarize/visually display the relevant evidence base
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INTEROPERABLE

TOOLS

ARE

Suite of Systematic Review Software Tools
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Health and Environmental Research Online      
(HERO)

•Online library and tool that supports risk assessments 
and other research, backed by a team of trained 
librarians and specialists

•The HERO database includes more than four million 
scientific references and associated data from the peer-
reviewed literature used by EPA to develop reports 
that support critical agency decisions

•HERO team works with assessors to develop literature 
search strategies

•Interoperates with other SR tools
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Sciome Workbench for Interactive Computer   
Facilitated Text Mining (SWIFT Review)

Machine learning prioritizes relevant literature, 
reducing the screening burden by at least 50%

Built-in and user-defined search queries allow 
targeted surveys of the literature corpus

Can be used to screen studies 
according to the PECO statement

Discover important terms 
and phrases

Uncover hidden structure 
in your literature corpus

Identify interesting high 
impact research questions

Use machine learning to 
triage your reading list



SWIFT – HERO Interoperability
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Import literature directly from HERO 
Merge with existing project 
Start a new project
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Data Mining and Visualization



Downloadable Data - Heatmaps

59
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Seed the model to 
priority rank

Semi-Automated Priority Ranking

• Priority ranking helps triage
your literature

• Screening burden reduced 50-60%
• Direct export to SWIFT Active



Improved Ranking Model

• Web-based, real-time, collaborative

• Reduced screening burden

• Statistical models prioritize articles as they are being 
reviewed

• Algorithm improves from screener-input without 
training “seeds” further increasing efficiency

• Tells reviewer when to stop

• Interface provides project status updates

• User-defined screening levels (1-3) using customizable 
forms 

61
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Use of Machine-Learning to Screen

• Track reviewer conflicts

• Machine-learning can decrease the 
screening burden by 40-60%
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Reviewer Input Updates the Model



Increased Efficiency and Transparency
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• Manage References
• Conflict Resolution 
• Track and Archive Changes
• Export Datasets
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SWIFT-Active Screener Metrics

• Total screened by humans = 35.6% (3,725 out of 10,458)
−1,088 includes + 2637 excludes

• 1,088 includes represented 95.4% of the predicted 1,140 includes

Review of grey literature resources, reference list of included 
studies, references cited in other assessments, and public 
comment mitigate concern for missing “key” studies
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SWIFT-Active Screener Metrics

Export PECO-relevant to Distiller for full-text screening or 
compiling literature inventory 
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Evidence Partners – Distiller SR

•Customizable forms to capture information:
•Literature screening
•Study evaluation
•Literature inventories
•Data extraction

•Project status management (QC, audit logs, conflict resolution)
• Interoperable with other tools 

• Import with HERO tags
•Link to HERO PDFs
•Export reports to HAWC, Tableau
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Web-Based Forms for Literature Inventory

• Customizable forms to
compile and screen
relevant study information

• High levelAnimal species,
exposure, health outcomes

• Export to visualization
tools (Tableau)
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Full Text Screening  

Level 2: Full text review after resolving conflicts



Download Data in Multiple Formats

Interoperable with other SR applications:
• HERO
• Tableau
• HAWC



Health Assessment Workspace Collaborative
(HAWC)

71

•Free and open source 
•Fit for purpose content management
•Animal bioassay, epidemiological, and in 

vitro structured data extraction and 
visualization

• Interactive “click to see more” graphics
•Study evaluation
•Literature trees
•Modular and interoperable with other tools
•Can be made publicly available
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Study Evaluation Process & Resources

Reviewer 1 Reviewer 2

Final Reviewer
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Study Evaluation Interactive Visuals

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

Study 4

Study 5

Study 6
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HAWC: Data Extraction Visual
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Dose-Response Analysis
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Looking at Patterns Across Studies
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Harmonize Terms Increase Interoperability

• Research to develop and 
harmonize terminologies 
and ontologies

• Research to develop/refine 
artificial intelligence 
algorithms to extract 
information from full-text

• Work closely with 
ECOTOX Knowledgebase
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Download Data Sets

• Entire database for an assessment
• Study evaluation report
• BMD results
• Visualizations
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Tools Supporting the SR Workflow

Scoping

Problem 
Formulation

Literature 
Search

Literature 
Screening
/Inventory

Analysis 
Plan

Study 
Evaluation

Organize 
Review

Data 
Extraction

Synthesis (mech., 
human, animal)

Within-
stream 

Conclusions

Evidence 
Integration

Select & Model 
Studies

Derive 
Quantitative 

Values
Systematic 

Review 
Protocol

Chemical 
Assessment 

Initiated

Draft 
Assessment 
Developed

SWIFT Review
SWIFT Active
Machine learning for study sorting and prioritization (HERO-tagging)

Distiller
SWIFT Active 
Multiple reviewer reference screening and tracking (HERO-tagging)

HAWC 
Modular databases to track multiple reviewer evaluations

HAWC 
Extracted data storage with varied graphical outputs

HAWC
Evidence profile tables for concise display of 
evidence integration rationaleHERO

Literature searching, storage and 
documentation (tagging)



Specialized Software Tools

80

• Rapidly-growing field
• Machine-learning methods for screening (fairly mature)
• Topic modeling for clustering (fairly mature)
• Electronic extraction from full-text (developing rapidly)
• Text analytics for automated evidence mapping (in 

development)

http://systematicreviewtools.com/

http://systematicreviewtools.com/


QUESTIONS??
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